
The light pole will be a part of your scope of work. 
 
Landlord is eliminating door 112A.  There will not be a door in this location. 
 
Landlord is installing a ceiling in the Utility Room 112 and only installing the wall finishes to 12’-
0”aff.  GC to include hanging and finishing drywall above 12’aff in Utility Room 112. 
 
Hallway 116 may have to ramp up from Retail 101 to door 116 to match grades.  Ramp area(s) to be ADA 
compliant.   
 
Door opening jamb from hallway 116 to Retail 101 may need filler at base to match new grade.  
 
Retail 101 concrete can be made in two concrete pours with the break at grid line five.  Back of house on 
south end from closet 105 to hallway 116 can be a separate pour.  
 
The produce walk-in is being ordered as 9’-4” instead as indicated on the drawings.   
 

1. In the back parking lot, the landlord has run conduit for a new light pole. He is telling me that 
the rest in in our scope. Please clarify. 

The owner’s SDP drawings indicated a “proposed light pole”, therefore we provided 
photometrics and cut sheets for them. 

                             We don’t know what was agreed with the LL.  This should be a conversation between 
the NG Legal team and the Landlord to confirm the limitations/extent of the LL work in the full lease 
agreement.  We can help with whichever direction NG needs.  Please keep us posted. 

2. In the interior elevations, at the new brick opening, you reference detail 4/11.2 which is a typical 
bulkhead detail. Shouldn’t this be a detail if the new lintel being installed? 

                                Even though a new lintel is being installed, the bulkhead will still need to be furred out 
and finished with Gyp.. We will modify the detail to avoid confusion.  Good point Robert. 

3. Why is the roof screen design by others? 
The drawings indicate Cascade Rooftop Screens, Style A, Louver as the basis of design on 
the Roof Plan. Since the attachment to the roof will vary by the mfg, the contractor will 
need to coordinate the selected mfg’s attachment details w/ structural (the roof 
structure is old and according to structural, lightweight by current standards).  The 
design of the roof equipment screen is based on the manufacturer. The manufacturer 
will be providing a design and shop drawings based on our location. Therefore, Rogue is 
not providing the design of the screen system. However, since we are using the cascade 
system as a basis of design, we did provide details for the attachment of the screen 
support structure to the roof.  This also allows for more accurate pricing.  These 
anchoring details will work IF they use a Cascade Rooftop Screen, Style A. 

4. Another issue, the back of the building has a giant mural. Do we know who the artist was? When 
we do the brick infill, we will likely want to touch up the mural in this area. 

In the initial conversation with the Landlord, they were still in contact with the original 
artist and were planning to rehire the artist to fix the mural. We recommend reaching 
out to the landlord to coordinate, but short answer is the LL does have access to the 
artist. 

 
 


